
Turnout Control
The Anderson Link Revisited

The Anderson Link showed up in the sixties. Someone (Mr Anderson?) produced and marketed 
them well into the seventies. Since then, the device has fallen by the way-side. Not so much a better 
idea came along, more that the person making them didn't anymore. Since my configuration has a few 
differences to the original, might it be the “Hudson Link”, albeit forty years later? 

In the eighties, as the slow motion machines stormed the market, many dual solenoid switch 
machines disappeared entirely from the market. I'm old school, partial to the Kemtron machines. The 
“Tortoise” machine solved many problems; simply drill a 3/8” or so hole under the switch, set-up the 
spring wire, and tie down the machine. Except wiring (so simple a child can do it), that's all there is to 
it. But, there has to be room under the bench-work, the Tortoise is a rather bulky device.

Then there is the occasional old curmudgeon like me, that doesn't use electric switch machines. 
Rather, a hand throw near the edge of the aisle. True slow motion... And the occasional retrofit, adding 
remote control to an existing switch. And a few other scenarios where it isn't practical to drill that 3/8” 
hole through the road-bed. Or room for this enormous mechanism under a switch. In those situations, 
the Anderson link shines. But they are no longer available, and what is available simply doesn't always 
do the job, especially in my applications. 

So, I make them. That's one of many attractions, they're simple to build. They can be “adjusted” 
to fit any situation. And they're not real particular about what sort of material is actually used. You can 
use a chopped up coat-hanger if that's all there is on hand. They work as small as “N” scale with the 
materials I have listed. And a little filing...

I used brass, 'cause I like working with it. And it solders so easily, and I had it at hand. Actually, 
mine are sorta fancy, 'cause I want things adjustable for any and all applications. And occasionally need 
to mount a “Micro” switch for frog power switching. And fishing leader for operating. And spring 
loaded over-travel. Oh, and operating both switches of a cross over with one operator. The same basic 
device does all that, and more.

I should note up front that I do have machine shop capabilities. While not necessary to build 
the turnout link, such facilities do tend to bias how I think and what materials I have at hand. And this 
article revolves around those materials, not necessarily the best construction technique. Every model 
builder will have their own methods of doing things. Use your own techniques with construction as you 
want. That's what makes a modeler a modeler.

I have on hand the 3/32” brass tubing and 1/16” brazing rod. And phosphor-bronze weather-
stripping.(excellent for relay springs, loco pick-ups, and so forth) Both the brazing rod and weather 
stripping take solder very well. For the torque arm, I would recommend 3/16” square brass key stock. 
Oh, and a 1/16” and 3/32” drill. And lastly, a piece of AWG 18 copper wire about a half inch long or so. 
It's trimmed to size after the gizmo is built. At 0.040”, that short, it makes a serviceable rivet.

The drawing has several different versions of the same device. Significant is whether you would 
want the spring loading and whether that spring is tension or compression. A good source for the latter 
is Bic lighters. I happen to have several sizes of tension springs. Used with a Tortoise machine, the 
spring wire is included. Some sort of springing is highly recommended, simply as an over-travel device 
to eliminate the need for exact fitting. With over-travel springing, it can be a “sorta-kinda” fit.

So why use the Anderson (Hudson) link when you have Tortoise machines? Well, the normal 
size of a hole through my roadbed is 1/8”, a whole lot simpler than 3/8”, especially under existing 
track. And the torque arm is not near as particular about alignment as the Tortoise spring. With the 
outer tube 3/32” and the hole 1/8”, there's a little wiggle room there, as well.

And, face it, lining up and driving the mounting screws on a Tortoise is a pain in the wazoo; and 
that on a good day. Put the Tortoise where it can be accessed, and a reach rod or cable over to the link.



 The link can be set off to one side of the track, operating the extended throw-bar of the switch. 
Or between the rails, like some of mine. The mounting tab is filed to fit between the ties in those cases. 
With the top of the link blackened, a very (to use a biker's term) sanitary installation.

The fitting of the operating pin isn't exact, usually it would be adjusted to the application. In 
most cases, 3/8” spacing is a pretty good universal fit. Adjust for what you normally use. In most 
places, I undercut below the throw bar (a good practice) so the length of the pin is a little longer than 
1/8”. It can be clipped shorter for smooth road-bed or another technique. 

I have several different methods of building roadbed, having the 3/32” tubing an inch and a half 
long is a good general fit. In most locations, 1/2” homasote on top of 1/8” plywood strips 7/8” wide. 
Sometimes the homasote is on top of 1/2” plywood or even dimensional lumber. All in all, 1-1/2” was a 
good (standard) fit. There are a few of places where almost 3” long was necessary. (risers) The rod up 
the middle is sized appropriately. 

For cross-overs, I use an “equalizer”. Both links must be oriented the same direction. Duh... 
Using an equalizer virtually eliminates those finicky (and regular, and frustrating) minute adjustments. 
And then, there is the occasional bell crank to get around difficult angles.

The top of the link started out as 3/16”(5 mm) wide by 5/8”(15mm) long. As the rod and pin 
were fitted, it was filed smaller. I can't give an exact finished size, most every one is different, sized to 
TLAR.(that looks about right) Just enough metal left to move the points reliably.

There are numerous welding supply houses around, most any can provide brazing rod in several 
sizes up to 1/8”. Square brass rod will be a hobby shop or craft store material. It  is available as key-
stock from W W Grainger. (5UU19) Phosphor Bronze weather-stripping is a hard-ware store item, 
usually sold in rolls long enough to go around a door, 18' feet or so. I use 3/32” seamless tubing(in 
bulk) as it can be routed and bent like conduit.  ($8/15') Lacking a hobby shop you might try Ace 
Hardware. Most any modeler will have AWG-18 solid (0.040”/1 mm) wire scraps for the pins.

For “reach rods” to operate the switch, one can use 0.024” wire welder wire. Copper plated 
carbon steel, it's easily soldered. I use Harbor Freight, they're not as proud of the stuff as a welding 
supplier would be. Then there's fishing “leader” wire, a little larger, but rope laid multi-stranded small 
wire rope on rolls, often with a plastic jacket. Good stuff, and available at any well stocked sporting 
goods house. Many of my actual switch-stands are barrel bolts; some hardware store, some home-
made. As always,  in my book, the simpler the better.  Using barrel bolts with a cable,  a spring is 
mandatory. There's plenty of pull, but not much push with wire rope. Welding wire has good push-pull 
but isn't well suited for distances over three or four feet, or around corners.


